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Michael Ensdorf

I’m delighted to introduce the winners of the 2016 McCormick Foundation High School Media Awards contest, the culmination of the 24th
annual Scholastic Press Association of Chicago conference.

Wayne Hearn
Charlie Madigan
John McClelland

Our contest judges are faculty members and friends of the Department of
Communication here at Roosevelt who donate their time to judge our
contest and write their comments. Their names are at right.

Charles Meyerson
Billy Montgomery
David Weissman

We thank them for their hard work and their time. And as always, we
thank McCormick Foundation for its continued support for student journalism.
We hope you enjoy our booklet and the 2016 SPAC conference/McCormick Foundation High School Media Awards.

Linda Jones
Director, Scholastic Press Association of Chicago
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Please note:
Entries in the “best overall newspaper” category
appear on pages 5 through 15. Names of awardwinners and judges’ comments on these entries
follow.
Not all judges provided comments about entries
that did not win awards.
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SUPERIOR
Steinmetz - Steinmetz Star
Excellent initiative on the bell schedule story – using a Star survey to show that
Steinmetz students, parents and staff prefer last year’s earlier start time as the
lead story, then including LOTS of additional stuff inside.. Would have preferred a STORY on Principal Ngo and the censorship issue on p. 1 instead of
something he wrote. Snappy layout and design – pretty good photo quality and
usage. Remember to make one photo or piece of artwork the dominant one on
a page – a series of small ones doesn’t have the same effect and can be detrimental to the page’s overall look.
Jones - Blueprint
Blueprint’s content is the reason for this rating – great selection of stories and
angles to stories – the p.1 article about “pushing the limits with ‘Cabaret,’” for
example, is an angle many student papers would miss; good angle on the
election with the story about seniors preparing to vote for the first time. Layout
still needs work: The basics of modular design, dominant photos, decent-sized
headlines, etc., are here, but the pages gray out because many stories are
long. Consider quote-out boxes, more graphics to break things up.
Morgan Park - Empehi News
Strong “look” throughout – good use of photos and graphics, some variety (but
not too much) in type faces and size (but watch out for pages with no photo or
other graphic element). Excellent localization of CPS board decision on start
time, good explanation of the new grading process resulting from IB status.
Very newsy, shows lots of initiative and reporting.
Lane - The Warrior
Lots of real news here: new security cameras, new demerit policy, etc. Features also come from interesting ideas, offer solid reporting (seemed to be a
HUGE number of stories about art in the issue we reviewed.) Good-toexcellent use of photos (excellent in sports), solid layout. To improve: Vary
your headlines more, use a larger type size for body copy, make sure each
page has dominant photo or art.
EXCELLENT
Marist - The Sentinel
Solid layout/design, but could use more variety: Note the similar size of most
photos, such as p. 2 and 3 of the issue we reviewed… the only difference is
the actual location of the photo. Aim for a single dominant piece of artwork, either standing alone or in conjunction with the most important story. Good variety of news about alums, but this issue contains few stories about individual current students. Liked the story about Brother Rich – what a character! Would
have liked more student/staff comment, to accompany his comments. Try more
variation in headline sizes. Good-looking paper making the best of b/w photos
and a little bit of color.
Taft - Taft Today
Shoot for more news for p. 1. The Prom Fashion Show story is good to cover,
16
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and it’s nice to give it the full photo treatment – just inside on feature pages.
For example, there’s a lot of news in the column on civics classes on p. 9 –
why not allow that to stand on p. 1 as a news story? This is not a critique of
your story ideas overall– there are many good ones here, ranging from the
civics story to Nasir Khalifeh’s singing to the Danny Did Foundation. On layout/design: Aim for a single dominant photo or piece of artwork on a page, to
pull your reader’s eye into the page; multiple small photos/graphics make
pages difficult to navigate. Avoid using all centered headlines – try to write
them to fill the line, or close to it.
OTHER COMMENTS
Pritzker - The Pritzker Press
First impression of p. 1 of the issue we reviewed is the problem of justified
type in the Homecoming story – the type is larger than appears elsewhere
and spacing is jarring. Be careful with alternate type sizes.
Walter Payton - Paw Print
Good story ideas generally, but try to stick with journalistic writing and refrain
from your opinions (see “Payton tops national rankings”) and focus on reporting (“Payton teachers’ strike looms,” in which there’s just one source).
Whitney Young - The Beacon
Two excellent story ideas on p. 1, focusing on CPS vendor processes and
the ACT issue. Good opinion piece on David Bowie and rape culture. Content and design are inconsistent, however … the “Learn to Love” feature is
odd and might be found embarrassing by some of the subjects (hope they
were in on this!); the “Queer lady movies that don’t suck” story shows initiative. Consider a new type face for stories – sans serif like Helvetica (appears
to be Helvetica, anyway) make for difficult reading; headlines should fill the
line, in most cases; it’s generally a bad idea to put color on headlines. Standardize the headings on pages (Features, News) so that they create consistency throughout.
—————————————————
EXCELLENT
Mother McAuley - Inscape
The variety of content is what distinguishes this publication. We get a pro/con
of dueling opinion pieces on the Oregon standoff in the federal wildlife refuge, for example. There’s an editorial coming out against taxes on tampons,
a tax that considers them “luxury items.” A feature tells the story of a student
who participated in a STEM program at the Naval Academy. A suggestion:
Look for more news topics, less opinion. On the design side: Consider a
change in type face for text, as this is small and makes pages grayer than
necessary. Good photo reproduction, although a few too many cutouts in odd
shapes to suit me. Some cute graphics (“No date? No problem”). Design
overall is pretty unified. Is the cover art something designed for the publication? If so, say that … otherwise, it seems an odd choice for the front of a
news publication.
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EXCELLENT
Saint Viator - Viator Voice
Content: Good work on issue-oriented stories like the final exam schedule: nice
mix of comment. Nice idea on the “shadows” story, although one crucial piece
of reporting is missing: We need to hear from someone who is actually a shadow – not just someone who was before coming to St. Viator. Good variety
Concerns: The idea of a “World” section is interesting, especially for a high
school paper, but these stories still need to be treated as journalism instead of
as essays with a few student comments added. Where do the facts in the veterans/PTSD story come from? The author didn’t actually report them, right?
Then – at the very least – they need to be credited to other sources. Same with
the “Terrorist attacks” story on page 10. What are the sources here, other than
Forward Keys, the travel info firm? Nothing else is cited. Information isn’t just
grabbed elsewhere and inserted into journalism stories.
Design: Good color photo on the front page. The paper has clean lines and a
consistent use of headline sizes and type faces, along with standing headlines
(like “LOCAL”). Photos are too small – the lead photo or artwork for a page
should be about 20 percent of the available space. Group photos are particularly small. There’s also over-reliance on drawings instead of photos … and
since there were so many photos together in the collage on the back, I know
that additional photos were available.
Also: Advertising! That’s great. We see far too little advertising in school papers these days.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Steinmetz - Steinmetz Star
Strengths: Flag, masthead, folios and headlines are clear and easy to read.
Liberal use of hairlines. Ample white space achieved. Body copy is generally
aligned and easy to read. Photos are generally clear and in proportion. Pages
generally feature several stories for readers to choose from. Suggestions: Consider more original student artwork. Some pages a bit text-heavy (pp. 10-13).
Some photos not lined up properly (p. 5, Fernandez, Mr. Moore). Watch for
“widows”, i.e., single lines at the top or bottom of a column (p. 4, Emony Tate
story, column 2) and “orphans,” i.e., bad breaks at the end of a paragraph (p.
5, Urban Alliance story, paragraph 3).
EXCELLENT
Marist - The Sentinel
Strengths: Flag, headlines, body copy, photo captions, bylines and folios are
generally clear and easy to read. Ample white space achieved. Liberal use of
hairlines and modular page design. Photos are clear and in proportion. Body
copy generally free of widows and orphans. Suggestions: Consider using original student artwork. Consider running masthead inside p. 2. Consider drop
caps and pull quotes for longer stories. Consider a “refer” row of stories at the
bottom of p.1 to preview what’s inside. Consider new typeface for headlines
(Times Roman is a bit dull), shaded boxes and varying the four-column grid.
Morgan Park - Empehi News
Strengths: Flag, masthead, headlines, bylines, folios and body copy are gener18
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ally clear and easy to read. Ample white space achieved. Modular page design generally easy on the eye. Suggestions: Inside refers atop flag on p. 1
are hard to read, partly due to photos and to outlined type. Either a) choose
photos that include “white space” for text, or b) run text below refers, with
page numbers set flush right. Set drop caps flush left and at least three lines
high. Two-tone color choices for shaded boxes, copy and drop caps not easy
to read (p. 1, pp. 8-9). Consider smaller point size for jumps, and using original student artwork. Consider 0.5-inch hairlines for folios and text frames for
a more streamlined look. Several text “widows,” i.e., single lines of text at the
top or bottom of a column (p.12 Thanksgiving story, columns 3 and 4, p. 6,
snack vendors, columns 3 and 4).
Lane - The Warrior
Strengths: Body copy is clear and easy to read. Good use of subheads in
CPS story. Liberal use of photos and original artwork. Ample white space is
generally achieved. Nice multi-sized photo design on p. 6 art story. Suggestions: Run “In the Heart of Warrior” row at bottom of p.1, below the fold. Remove text frames, run artwork full frame size and use 0.5-inch vertical hairlines to separate them. Shorten headlines and run larger, e.g., “New security
cameras,” “Lane on Ice,” “Perfectionism.” Set numeral in larger point size at
lower right corner. Not enough white space for several photo credits. Watch
for “widows,” i.e., single lines at the top or bottom of a column (p.6, art story,
bottom of column two and p.7, column three) and “orphans,” i.e., short words
or bad breaks at the end of a line (p.6, art story, column three: “… for as long
as she can remem-ber”). Aim for a new grid layout for some stories, i.e., 3+2
column grid vs. five columns, and drop caps for feature stories. Consider a
design for bylines.
OTHER COMMENTS
Taft - Taft Today
Strengths: Liberal use of original artwork. Inside news page offers several
stories. Headlines and body copy are generally clear and easy to read. Suggestions: Paper should include a masthead, i.e., section that details staff positions, frequency of publication, etc. Photos not in proportion in several places (pp. 4, 8, 9). Do not center headlines. Avoid “tombstone” headlines, i.e.,
headlines that stand next to each other (top of P. 18). Lots of “widows,” i.e.,
single lines of text at the top or bottom of a column (p. 3, ACT story, column
2, p. 6, Dzebic and doubt stories, column 1) and “orphans,” i.e., short words
or bad breaks at the end of a paragraph (p. 1, column 2, p. 13, soulmate story, column 1). Aim for more prominent bylines. Consider a drop cap for feature stories. Text too close to edges of colored boxes (pp. 2, 5, 12). More
white space needed for photo captions. Aim for a more modular design, fewer split columns with photos. Consider using hairlines for a more streamlined
look.
Saint Ignatius - Saint Ignatius Spirit
Strengths: Good use of color photos on pp. 4-5. Body copy is generally
aligned and easy to read. Inside refers on bottom of P. 1 are nice design elements. Folios are well-designed and easy to follow. Suggestions: More hair19
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lines, set to 0.5-inches, to create a more streamlined look. More white space
needed between headlines, subheads, bylines and body copy. Choose a nonitalic font for subheads (Italics are just plain harder to read). Consider drop
caps for feature stories, and pull quotes for longer stories. Avoid “tombstone”
headlines, i.e., same-sized type that runs side by side (p.1). Watch for
“widows,” i.e., single lines at the top or bottom of a column (p. 1, Ignatius students, column 2, p. 6, art scene, column 3) and “orphans,” i.e., bad breaks at
the end of a paragraph (I page, Gutierrez tweet). Text too close to frames (I
page) and inconsistent paragraphing (most stories are full justified; some run
ragged right). Consider a shorter, redesigned masthead that runs two or three
columns wide. Consider varying the six-column grid and more liberal use of
original student artwork.
Walter Payton - Paw Print
Strengths: Headlines and body copy are generally easy to read. Shaded text
boxes add variety to the page. Suggestions: Use 0.5-inch hairlines and picture
frames for a more streamlined look. Run “see inside” as a row along the bottom of p.1, with each story given a simple headline, picture and page number
inside a 1-columnwide frame, with vertical hairlines to separate each. Avoid
“tombstone” headlines, i.e., headlines that stand next to each other on the
same page (pp. 3 and 4). Consider a vertical hairline for column 1 on p.1 and
for the masthead on p. 2. Set photo credits below photos and flush right. Photo
captions should run below them. Consider running Sudoku puzzle half size and
adding a crossword. Adjust inset spacing to achieve more white space inside
shaded text frames (pp. 3, 4, 5 and 7). Watch for “widows,” i.e., a line of text at
the top or bottom of a column (p. 3, Would You Rather, column 2, and AP Human Geography, column 2) or “orphans,” i.e., a short word or bad break at the
end of a paragraph (p. 7, 1984, column 2, paragraph 2). Consider using original student artwork. Some bad breaks in captions (p. 1, annual blood drive),
headlines (p. 3, AP capstone) and text (p. 7, 1984, paragraph 1). Consider a
redesigned flag with a more distinct font and a cleaner break between the
headlines on p. 1.
Jones - The Blueprint
Strengths: Flag has distinct look. Colored, shaded text boxes add variety.
Good use of student artwork on pp. 1 and 4. Headlines, subheads and body
copy are generally clear and easy to read. Suggestions: More vertical white
space needed between headlines, subheads, bylines and body copy (p.1). Adjust inset spacing to achieve more white space inside colored text boxes (pp. 1
and 5). Avoid “tombstone” headlines, i.e., headlines that run next to each other
across the page (p. 6 bottom). More white space for p. 1 callout. Lots of
“widows.” i.e., single lines of text at the top and bottom of a column (p. 1, column 2, p. 4, column 3, p. 5, My View, column 5, p. 8, Baseball Team, column
2). Bad tracking and leading on p. 6: bottom text lines of stories should line up.
Consider vertical hairlines, pull quotes and drop caps for some stories. Consider a colored text box for the masthead. Consider a permanent row of “refers”
on p.1 at the bottom of each issue, i.e., 1-column-wide boxes with short headlines, photos and page numbers, to give readers a taste of what’s inside.
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EXCELLENT
Saint Viator - Viator Voice
Strengths: Table of Contents/Masthead page is neat and tidy. Folios are
clear and easy to follow. Body copy is generally neat and aligned. Use of
original artwork is a nice touch. Suggestions: Create more white space
around all artwork and frames (p.8, National Parks), and achieve a leaner
look with 0.5-inch hairlines and text frames. Watch for so-called “widows,”
i.e., a line of text at the top or bottom of a column (p.7, S. Korea story, column two) and “orphans,” i.e., a small word or bad word break at the end of a
paragraph (p.7, Pope Francis story, column two, paragraph two, “problem.”)
Replace italic subhead with nonitalic font from the same family as the headline and body copy. Italics are just plain harder to read. Take care to align
paragraphs across columns, so that each line of text lines up horizontally
with the adjoining column. Columns two and three align on several pages,
but not always with column one. On p.7, none of the columns in the Mr. Giovanetti story line up. Aim for a variety of grid patterns, so that every page isn’t
three columns of text.
Mother McAuley - Inscape
Good, readable look to this. Generally clean design with conservative typographic decisions and some artistic enhancements. Avoid putting darker color over or complicated photos behind text – it makes reading difficult. Experiment with some different typography for body copy – sans serif type (which is
what you have) is generally less readable than serif type. Good reproduction
and size on most photos – at least one had a little bit of stretching to it, but
that was unusual. Some nice non-text packages, like the “tac-it-up” segment
on p. 13. Try for some double-page spread stories to break up the sameness
of the newsletter size. Nice work.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Jones - The Blueprint
Excellent variety in content, ranging from a
feature on a security officer battling cancer
to a good sampling of comment from seniors
preparing to vote for the first time to a centerspread on the gender gap at the school.
Stories are throughtful, well-reported and
clearly indicate a staff in touch with its community. The paper’s flag of the Blueprint
name is clever (done like a blueprint) but not
commanding; think about something stronger. To improve overall: The type size is quite
small, especially for a student paper, and
page 1 and other pages are lacking dominant artwork, either a photo or graphic that
clearly is the focus of the page. Don’t
change a thing about the content and the
emphasis on reporting and writing. Congratulations on your good work!
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SUPERIOR
Walter Payton - (http://
paytonpawprint.com/)
Sufficient content in this website to learn about
the school. The information is up-to-date and
complete. Links for navigation are clearly labeled and consistently placed, taking the reader where s/he expects to go. The website is
well-organized. Content is simple, to the point
and is presented in a clear manner that is easy
to follow.
Whitney Young - (http://
wybeaconnews.org/)
Articles have unique ideas and themes and
include useful information for students, although some interesting sections have not
been updated for a while, such as Humans
of WY, Trivia, and Fab Five. Text spacing
and alignment make reading easy. Appropriate use of images, enhancing the content
and creating interest. Your introduction to
the Beacon and its staff members – clear,
concise, and well written.
Saint Viator - (http://
viatorvoice.saintviator.com/)
Articles are clearly written. The underlying
logic is clearly articulated and easy to follow. Images have strong relation to articles, with proper size, resolution, colors
and cropping. The site is well-organized
and easy to navigate. Overall, writers have
made an exceptional attempt to make the
content of this web site interesting to students for whom it is intended.
Lane - (http://lanewarrior.com/)
Website is of high quality. There is sufficient content in this website to learn
about the school, students, and their
thoughts and experiences. The site is
well-organized and easy to navigate. Visitors can clearly understand where they
are and where to go next. Information is
updated frequently and includes the date
of the update to emphasize freshness of
content.
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Phoenix Military - (http://
phoenixmilitarynews.com/)
Articles are written clearly and concisely,
pointing readers to high quality, up to date
pertinent resources. They are highly informative. Readers can get around your website
with ease. Creativity and original images enhance the content of the web pages in an
innovative way.

Overall Website

EXCELLENT
Pritzker - (http://pritzkerpress.com/)
Information is not current in some pages, but
it has an attractive and usable layout. The
slideshow of different articles on the front
page makes the site look professional and
visually striking. The website is well organized and easy to locate all important elements. Links for navigation are clearly labeled and consistently placed. Many wellwritten articles with unique themes and useful information for school community members.
OTHER COMMENTS
Steinmetz - (http://steinmetzstar.com/)
Your print edition of the newspaper is well-written, student-centered, and visually attractive. However, several sections on the website have not been updated for a while. Your website would engage students more if stories are
more relatable and student-centered, like your print edition. Still, the site has
a well-stated clear purpose and theme that is carried out throughout the site.
Keep doing the good work that will continue to be a great resource for students.
Taft - (http://tafths.org/newspaper)
Each article does not include a date when it was uploaded or last revised.
Navigating the site is confusing. But articles are well organized according to
the theme.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Phoenix Military Academy - http://phoenixmilitarynews.com/
The site is well-organized and easy to navigate. The fonts are consistent,
easy to read and point size varies appropriately for headings and text. All of
the photographs enhance the content and create interest. Graphics are related to the theme/purpose of the site, are of good quality and enhance reader
interest.
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EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - (http://paytonpawprint.com/)
It was great that links are created with images and icons to enhance the text
links. Adjusting text spacing and alignment would improve readers’ overall
viewing experiences. Photos are appropriate, but often not loaded with the article.
Steinmetz - (http://steinmetzstar.com/)
The website is well organized, consistent and nicely formatted. Images are related to the theme, thoughtfully cropped, and of high quality, enhancing reader
interest and understanding. Use of font styles is used consistently and improves readability.
Lane Tech - (http://lanewarrior.com/)
In a few places, the font size of the text and headline is not proportionate. Images are related to the theme and purpose of the article, are of good quality
and enhance reader interest and understanding. Good use of flash/animation
on the front page!

News Story

OTHER COMMENTS
Taft - (http://tafths.org/newspaper)
There are no variations in layout and no graphic elements, unless you click the
PDF attachments. There are several format inconsistencies – for instance, lists
of issues are sometimes descending (From issue 5 to 1) and other times ascending (from issue 1 to 5). However, it is understandable that formatting the
entire website consistently would be difficult, as this website is a part of the
school website and students probably do not have much control and flexibility.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Steinmetz - Zaneta Marcinik
Excellent localizing of a broader issue’s impact
on your school. Good quotes from local officials.
Demonstrates effects of funding crisis on your
school and helps students relate to it. Puts students in context of broader story. Nicely done!
Lane - Mia Purnell and Annie Zorn
Great lede! (Though I would have broken it
into two grafs.) Well done, solid news story
about a local school issue having greater
impact on student population than would be
anticipated. Good student and administration quotes. Tells the full story of what’s happening, what led up to it, next steps and expected resolution. Does everything a good
news story should.
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EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - Richard Piper
Good story – almost a superior; would
have been, if it got to the local quotes
sooner and pushed the background
from the Sun-Times farther down.
Nice job making the larger story of the
school funding crisis relatable on a
local level. Quotes from students and
other sources would have made this
better.
Morgan Park - Kiara Mason and
Kamari Moore
Good, solid news story that does
a nice job localizing a broader issue to your school. Good assortment of quotes from teachers and
students. Did a teacher really let
you quote him saying “sucks”?

Marist - Miranda Insley
Well-written, tight, relevant short
news feature. Good lede! Nice
quotes from teachers and students. Simple but effective. Nicely
done!
—————————————————
EXCELLENT
Taft - Alex Oswainy
This is the closest to traditional TV news reporting, but it would have benefitted from some better prepwork and a prepared script, at least for the open.
Instead, the reporter seems to be learning about the story on-camera, which
isn't a flattering experience. (Don't ask "what you're doing here today." That's
the reporter's job in the lead. And don't ask people's name on-camera. Learn
that beforehand.) The first two standup shots begin with "Hi" -- a bit unprofessional. The piece also could have used a solid close, instead of opinion.
Lane - Vanessa Quiroz and Sean Massura
A little more work could have made this a contender. Video is comprehensive, but the voice track is choppy, poorly edited. Each sentence sounds like
it was recorded separately -- and in a different space -- from the one before.
Next time, re-record the audio in one take. (Or edit it so it sounds like one
take.) The piece takes a long time to get to any actual newsmakers speaking,
25
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and then we don't get to hear from the keynote speakers. The script itself is
filled with inappropriate opinion.
Payton—Ronnie Doss and Will Baker
Take more care with editing; there's some awkward overlap near the beginning. The writing is weak and redundant, and the delivery could should be
more relaxed or conversational and authoritative.

General Feature
Story

SUPERIOR
Lane Tech - Bella Cardenas
Intriguing lead and good, solid quotes. The reporter did a good
job describing the action she saw to explain the story. Makes
the readers feel as if they are in the classroom.

Marist - Solomon Davis
Good details about student’s life and childhood. Nice
phrasing and strong transitions.

EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - Julia Heubner
Good lead, makes you want to know more about the unfamiliar terms. However, the use of second person in the
lead prevents this story from being a Superior. Good
quotes but be careful not to overuse partial quotes.

Mount Carmel - Matthew McKay
Nice descriptive lead and I like how the ending circled back
around to date on the diploma. However, I didn’t see the real
point of this story. Why were these students in the Hall of
Fame?
Steinmetz - Daria Velazquez,
A cute little story that includes a lot of warm stories from multiple
sources. Why get a quote from WebMD.com? Why not seek out
someone local?
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OTHER COMMENTS
Other entries did not receive awards because they were editorial/opinion
pieces rather than feature stories. In some cases, stories also were told in
second person rather than third person.

General Feature
Story

—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Lane Tech - Annette Ress, Ruben Aranda, Katie Gross, Alina Panek,
Emmanuel Crespo, Ina Li
Solid technical skills and great over package.

Broadcast Feature
Story

EXCELLENT
Whitney Young - Kenyetta Johnson
Well done.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Walter Payton - Matthew Mata
This is a newsworthy and exclusive interview
with depth. The reporter asked hard questions
and got answers. It’s a joy to read the work of
this young watchdog.

EXCELLENT
Marist Sentinel – Faith Laughran
This newsworthy profile says a great
deal about its subject.

OTHER COMMENTS
Mount Carmel - Jack Lockard
Congratulations on obtaining an interview with Sheriff Dart. That is a coup.
The profile is inherently newsworthy and interesting. Although this story
works as a profile, it could have more depth, though access may have been
part of the issue here.
27
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Mother McCauley - Nellie Murphy
This profile was a strong contender. It is newsworthy and contains some nice
quotes. However, a few more strong anecdotes could have added interest
and depth.
Saint Ignatius - Jack Dunn
This profile has a surprising and fascinating subject. The depth is good. The
lead, however, could be more engaging. There are also a few awkward spots.
Phoenix Military - Jimmy Bellido
This is a worthy subject for a profile, but it is a bit thin. Aim to bring the subject
to life in print. A few good anecdotes that convey character say a great deal.
Taft - Jamie Leos
This profile is strong on newsworthiness, depth, quotes and interest. It could
use a better lead.
Jones - Nia Curtis
I loved the lively interactions between father and daughter in this profile, beginning with the lead. The piece uses detail very well. However, there are a few
awkward spots.
Lane Tech - Mia Purnell
Good storytelling in a brief space.
Pritzker - Erica Jaramillo, Antonio Lopez
This profile could use more depth and a better lead. Aim for an anecdote at the
beginning that seems to convey the whole person. Details and stories and
strong quotes throughout will help bring the person to life on the page.
Saint Viator - Brooke Puccini
This profile could use more depth and a better lead. Aim for an anecdote at the
beginning that seems to convey the whole person. Details and stories and
strong quotes throughout will help bring the person to life on the page.
Morgan Park - Jacob Bonds
This profile could use more depth and a better lead. Aim for an anecdote at the
beginning that seems to convey the whole person. Details and stories and
strong quotes throughout will help bring the person to life on the page.
—————————————————

Editorial Column or
Opinion

SUPERIOR
Saint Ignatius - Matthew Brown
Addressing the theme "What is tolerance?" the
author supported expression and openness from
all directions. Very healthy.
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Jones - Juan Cuecha
A great essay addressing the difficulties facing the
undocumented student, the second class status that
accrues and the difficulties in thinking of a future
where all kinds of help is precluded.

Lane - Alina Panek
Excellent work from a student who did not stop with
her own opinion. This is the best kind of commentary,
a piece supported by reporting and clear thinking.

Taft - Hibah Hassan
This is a fine frontal assault on the
question of school mascots, complete with research and a graphic
showing how many different kinds
of mascots there are beyond the
names of Native American tribes.

Whitney Young - Tatiana Rodriguez
This young person did not get drawn in by the fawning that came in the wake of David Bowie's death.
Gripping editorial on sexual abuse of minors by dirty
old guys! Well done.
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Editorial Column
or Opinion

EXCELLENT
Steinmetz - McKenzie Lacefield
An essay on happiness and why it's something to work for
in a world where so many people seem to be staring at
their shoes. It was great, but there was one glaring flaw.
"Shout out to Quinn LaViolette from Wachusett Regional in
Boston, MA..." It's either yours or it's not. If it's not, you
can't get top honors.

Saint Viator - Emma Perry
Nice supporting argument for vaccines in a
world in which skeptics get to say whatever they think.

Walter Payton - Camille Grandjean
Subtweeting as cyber bullying. Very well
done. Thank you.

Marist - Solomon Davis, Taylor Allison
and Faith Laughran
Good coverage on raising money with a bike trip. A
positive story about a positive event.
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OTHER COMMENTS
First, I was impressed by the quality of the entries, and I spent years reading
content from all kinds of professionals who could not do quite as well. The voices are reasoned, the arguments logical, the topics timely. You can't ask for
much more than that. An important caveat. An editorial is written by ONE person, not by a trio. And that ONE person can't get help from afar, no matter
which friend it's coming from. All of them should keep on writing, keep on developing informed opinions and keep on working toward a day when they can
do this for a living.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Whitney Young - Khary Armster, Miles Baggett and Brandon Sanchez
Good use of anchors and game coverage

Broadcast Sports
Story

EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - Jakarin Adell, Brandon Taylor and Luis Palacios
Really enjoyed the play-by-play.
—————————————————
EXCELLENT
Marist - Kara Keating
Good work looking
ahead to the next game
for this RedHawk hockey
team. You’ve got good
sources – the coach as
well as players – and
quotes make it clear that
this is a team still thinking it can win some. Well
organized, readable.
Morgan Park— Koi Lacey
and Tariq Harding
Good work interviewing the players
for their reactions to the Lady Mustangs’ winning season (including
that astonishing 104-37 win over
Northside!) . This story also has a
nice look ahead as the players contemplate their No. 1 ranking in their
class but also analyze the qualities
that have landed them there.
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Steinmetz: Alejandro Hernandez
This story is a little bit old news, since
it’s about a game that’s a ways in the
past, but what saves it is good interviewing and analysis of the problems
that made the win possible. The emphasis on analyzing the injuries and
on assessing players’ confidence level is quite sophisticated.

OTHER COMMENTS
This category is always a difficult one for student papers, especially
those that come out less often than weekly. What to do with a story about a
football game two weeks ago? You really can’t run it as news – everybody
knows what happened. You need to update the story, perhaps by using it as the
angle for an advance on a game still to come. So, for example, if the game two
weeks ago showed off the team’s defensive problems, talk with the coach or
with players about how they plan to do better in the game next week. Relate the
new story to the older news – how bad the defense looked, the terrible score,
etc. – but keep the story moving forward by talking about the game that’s
ahead. An “advance” on an upcoming game is a legitimate news story. Most of
the stories submitted to this category were actually features.
Sports Feature Story

—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Lane - Sandra Campos
This is the category's best entry, which
chronicles the girls swim team's training camp in the Colorado Rockies. The writer
told the story through the voices of team
members and did a good job selecting colorful quotes that capture the fun, camaraderie, and hard work the trip entailed. An interesting, entertaining read, but would have
benefited from more color photos of the training activities and facilities.
Marist - Solomon Davis
Solid story looking back on the girls softball
team's state championship season. Good
quote selection from team members and
coach. Includes an interesting comparison of
this squad with the school's last softball
championship team in 2012.
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Taft - Husain Abdeljabar
The topic -- football injuries -- elevates this story
to the superior level as injured players reflect on
their challenges and ponder their futures. Innovative idea to use actual x-rays to illustrate the story, but the images would have
benefited from more informative captions and being paired with pictures of the players.

Morgan Park - Jonathan Thompson
Nice profile of a top basketball prospect. Good quotes from subject, teammates, fans and ranking bodies. Although he is described as "undeclared,"
it would have been interesting to
know if he is leaning toward any particular schools or conferences.
Saint Viator - Maeve Schumacher
Interesting look at the relationship between faith and
sports in a parochial school environment. Comments from faculty and a lacrosse player are insightful. Would have benefited from bringing in more student voices from across the school's sports program.
—————————————————
EXCELLENT
Jones - Julia Gaworski
This is an ambitious idea: exploring
how, or if, differentiating girls and boys
teams by name -- in this case, adding
the word, "Lady" to the girls team -- diminishes the image or the sports experience for the female athletes. This
topic is worth a longer story with
more voices and perspectives.
Mother McAuley - Clare Murphy
sGood profile of an over-achieving
freshman basketball player. Needs
comment from the coach.
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OTHER COMMENTS
While team profiles and profiles of individuals continue to make up the bulk of
entries in this category, it is interesting to note that this year's competition included several stories that explore issues relating to high school athletics: gender bias, sports injuries and religious faith. This is encouraging because
it may suggest a growing awareness among prep journalists that sports can be
a lens though which to look at broader social topics.
SUPERIOR
Morgan Park - Brandon Taylor
Fantastic photo! Extremely effective use of panning to capture the action of the race, as well as
the determination of the athletes. Well-done!

Pritzker - Josh Flores
and Daniel Ojeda
Great image depicting the tense moment of the snap. Very effective use
of framing. The space between the
linebackers is energized and dramatic. Nicely done!

EXCELLENT
Taft - Vashty Arcet
As close to a “quintessential” butterfly
stroke photo as you can get! The only
thing that would have improved the image is a slightly less cropped view
showing the hands. (The image also
appears slightly “stretched,” possibly
due to page layout issues.)

SUPERIOR
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Lane - Colin Boyle
Fantastic photo! Really like the above and below
water view, and the composition, in general.
Stopped me in my tracks! Well-done!

Mother McAuley - Anna Barry
A very dramatic depiction of the subject, as well as
an eye-catching photo. Great close-up! A nice tight
composition, with excellent, even lighting. Good
work!

EXCELLENT
Steinmetz - Steven Nunez
The image effectively captures the demonstration’s
energy and participation. Excellent composition and a
good use of flash combined
with ambient light. Not easy,
since it appears that the
event took place at night!
Nicely done!

Phoenix - Juan Lara
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Effective use of panning to capture the
motion and therefore, the energy of the
subject. Panning is difficult to get right.
This image works!

Marist - Marie Weber
A good, clear, well-exposed photo with semieffective composition. Shifting the frame a
touch to the right would have improved the image greatly—following rule of thirds compositional technique accurately—and would have
cropped out the slightly distracting figure on the
left of the frame.

Walter Payton - Jonah Shifrin
A daring composition that almost
works. Frame within a frame compositional technique is effective,
but a slightly more in-focus background would have greatly improved the image.

———————————————
——
Original Editorial
Cartoon

SUPERIOR
Taft - Julia Zeler
"Are you addicted to your cell phone?"
The cute young person strolling along obliviously in a cloud of icons, about to step
over the brink of a cliff, would win even
without an impressive layout.
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EXCELLENT
Morgan Park - Tubuka Evans
This had the most pointed commentary
about school life. The person gagging with
asthma catches the eye; "The nurse is
[out]" tells part of the story: To be ill at
school, you need "to know when -- or if -the nurse is in." The 51 words of other text
and the heavy graying of "out" dilute the
visual appeal, slightly.

Lane - Finn Belknap
The distressed student between huge stacks of books
is an oldie-but-goodie visual theme. This version is
well drawn, with a clear facial expression of anxiety
about CPS selective enrollment.

Jones - Ciara Greene
A rare case in which no words are necessary:
"Security" on a man's shirt just helps. The
finely detailed drawing invites the viewer to
speculate about why two students are having
their lanyards yanked.
OTHER COMMENTS
This category had fewer entries this year, and
they were almost all well done. All had a clear point, even if it was not immediately obvious. For once, there was no "eye candy" just for decoration. Some
were with articles and all but one of these supported the text. The non-winners
had points, but were weak in draftsmanship, in relating to the rationale of the
work, or in context. For example, it was unclear about whether a barred door
was at school or at a mass retailer and thus less school-related. One strong
story in pictures and text was reproduced too small to read. Editors, small text
on pulpy paper gets fuzzy fast. Nearly all had enough text to support the image.
EXCELLENT
Lane - Finn Belknap
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In “Homeless,” the artist gives us five simple panels on a Christmas theme,
starting with a Christmas tree inside a house and the words of “Silent Night”,
then stepping outside to see the tree
from a window, then stepping farther
away … until we see the person singing, a homeless man, seated near the
house, singing “Round yon virgin, mother and child … ” Striking drawing and a
poignant thought.

Steinmetz - Anthony Morgan-Kitch
I love the demonic-looking cupid, shooting an arrow with “no love” on the tip.
He’s wearing a banner reading Happy Valentine’s Day – that’s right, the
“happy” is crossed out. Not the usual Valentine’s Day sentiment, but an effective drawing
– excellent detail on the “cupid,” and effective
small details make his anti-cupid-ness clear.

Computer Graphics

—————————————————
EXCELLENT
Mother McAuley - Maeve Lorimer
Good use of scale and color to highlight important dates and numbers. Burgerbreakout explains the burger without any
words… very effective! Try experimenting
with typographic variations draw viewers in
further. Different fonts and styles can convey
a message all their own. For example, what if
you spelled words or numbers out with french
fries?

Lane - Finn Belknap
Good use of color to express emotion and
vitality. Illustration is clean and technically excellent. Try experimenting with small variations in your repetitive frames. Even though
dull repetition in the old man’s life is a central
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part of the story, is there a way to introduce slight differences in the frames that
would reveal more about this character
and his life?
OTHER COMMENTS
Morgan Park - Briana Amerson
Creative way to illustrate a boring issue.
Is there a way to take the theme of “cuts”
or “cutting” and use it to illustrate some of
the important numbers in the story?
Saint Ignatius - Sarah Paulsen
Creative way to dress up a calendar and make it more interesting. Pay attention to borders and image sizes — make sure they’re uniform. Look for the
“ruler” and “smart-snapping” features in Photoshop if you have access to it!
Taft - Angelica Roman
Good use of color and simplicity. Is there a way to illustrate why there’s such a
drastic difference in opinion between underclassmen and upperclassmen?
Walter Payton - Allison Cho
Fun concept. Experiment with ways to draw the viewer in with graphics instead
of text in the flowchart!

Jones - Orla Levens
Typographically neat and, overall, effectively simple. Instead of focusing on the
numbers alone, try experimenting with ways to show the ratios for each of the
years, like you did with the scale differences in the center silhouettes.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Saint Ignatius - Joe Cariola and Robbie Skoronski
Hilarious send-up of advice column format. Advice is humorously heightened
while still having a tinge of helpful reality.

Taft - Amelia Watkins
There is some good advice here packaged in between
pop culture jokes. The balance between humor and
guidance is well-done. I liked the use of the statistic at
the end to bring home the point that whether or not it’s a
mistake, it’s something a lot of people do.
EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - Julia Heubner, Matthew Mata
Comments: This smart and satirical piece comparing high-income suburban families to unwelcome immigrants. The inclusion of “the wall” was
very timely.
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Humorous Article

Jones - Genna Greblo
The use of students’ voices to humorously condemn
passing fads is wonderful. The illustrations of trends on
tombstones are a great addition.

Morgan Park - Kiara Mason and Kamari Moore
Good use of funny imagery and heightened stakes.
The reveal at the end that the rush to class is not
academically related is a nice touch.

OTHER COMMENTS
Marist - Caroline Roeper
This is a charming and light-hearted look at an unofficial
school tradition with a lot of inside jokes. I would have enjoyed seeing the piece concentrate on one conspiracy theory instead of so many, but then I’ve never had a Marist
cookie!
Saint Viator - Nathan Smith, Kevin Nolan
‘Opposing Voices’ is a great concept. While both pieces have humorous moments, overall they read more as opinion pieces. Ratchet up the jokes by making both sides more ridiculous.
Lane - Bella Cardenas
This straight-faced piece compares students to animals in a zoo exhibit. There
are funny moments, including the photo that accompanies the piece, but it
leaves me wondering if there is a specific occasion for this article or not. While
the title suggests the lab windows are new, some of the language in the piece
seems to contradict that.
SUPERIOR
Steinmetz - Alejandro Hernandez
This review will cause readers to flock to Mad Max: Fury Road, and then rent
the rest of the series. The writer explains both the film and the series beautifully
to a readership that may or may not be familiar with them. The author has an
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unusually mature sensibility that makes his writing a
pleasure from beginning to end.

EXCELLENT
Lane - Anum Shafqat
This very strong review of the Goodman Theater production of A Christmas Carol reveals the writer’s skill at evoking the emotional content contained in brief moments of
performance. The writer is a talented reviewer at a young
age.
OTHER COMMENTS
Mount Carmel - Conor Langs
This is a solid review but could
use more description and critique.
Mother McAuley - Mady Bolster
While this is an interesting story, it
is not exactly a review. The sourcing is unclear in some spots.
Taft - Marcello Piccinini
This is a good piece that combines
review critique with reported comments. However, the lead could do more to
invite readers.
Pritzker - Starr Lewis
This review contains some very enjoyable writing. However, the piece overuses capital letters and is awkward in places.

Phoenix Military - Giovanni Logan
This is a good evaluation of an interesting game. However, the review requires
insider knowledge of the Fallout series that some readers will not have. More
description would help, as Fallout 4 is an image-heavy game.
Saint Viator - Patrick Kerrigan
The review is nicely written, but it fails to make the music accessible to those
who don’t know it already.
Whitney Young - Emma Purcell
This review would gain if it had more of a critique.
Morgan Park - Destiny White and Sinclaire Lewis
This is a fun piece, but it is based more on reporting than on reviewing. The
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article contains some misspellings.
Walter Payton - Catherine Conley
It’s a brave thing to offer an honest review of a play at one’s own school. This
review makes the attempt but fails to give a critique.
Marist - Kara Keating
This review would gain if it had more of a critique.
—————————————————
SUPERIOR
Walter Payton - Matthew Mata
Professional coverage of a categorically important topic. Good use of statistics
and informative quotes. A couple minor grammatical errors did not detract from
the high level of reporting attained in this article.

Community Story

Taft - Hibah Hassan
A really powerful look at the link between athletes and eating
disorders. Great interviews with two high school track athletes
with similar stories of developing anorexia. A thoughtful look at
a complicated topic.

EXCELLENT
Marist - Caroline Roeper
An in-depth look at a member of the Marist community
and his passion for biking and education. Great quotes
from Glennon himself, and a great job highlighting his
accomplishments.
Lane - Bella Cardenas
A great, well-sourced story about an important issue.
The facts are presented with great clarity and examined thoroughly. The use of multiple interviews to
gain perspective was well done.
Jones - Nia Curtis
A personal look at racial prejudice in education and
how that and recent racial unrest have impacted college applications. The use of quotes from a college student and an admissions representative show two ways of
looking at the issue.

Mother McAuley - Annabelle Hladik
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Overall, an excellent article on the abuse teachers can face at the hands of students. The use
of outside sources was well done, and the statistics graphic was fantastic. An interview with a
teacher who has faced some form of violence
would have been a great addition.
OTHER COMMENTS
Phoenix Military - Anthony Labrado
Petty crime story with emphasis on the neighborhood problems and how the school has attempted to handle it. Comments from a local police officer strengthen the story, while grammar mistakes weaken it.
Morgan Park - Katrick Duo and Thalame Byrd
This glimpse into student service is somewhat
light on particulars. Though a great topic, a clearer look into how to qualify for scholarships through service hours would have
been an excellent addition, or a look into how student service impacts the students or the people they serve. Another note: the ending is quite abrupt.
Steinmetz - McKenzie Lacefield
This article tackles a timely topic head-on, but its brevity weakens it. Allowing
the Muslim students more of a voice could have been an option to make a
more powerful argument.
Pritzker - Cristian Castillo
The coverage of the ACTs coming six weeks earlier is missing student voices,
though it has some good quotes from leaders. Some research into why it had
been moved up would have added a lot of depth to the story.
Mount Carmel - Roberto Del Real Jr.
A personal look at a school excursion. While what you shared is interesting, it
could be improved by adding how this information impacted the high school
journalism community. A couple quotes from Duff about how this concept applies to young journalists would have been great.
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EXCELLENT
Walter Payton - Luis Palacios, Prince Roy Stephenson
and Michelle Suarez
Great approach to the subject using a little bit of entertainment without watering
down the seriousness of irresponsible texting.
EXCELLENT
Lane Tech - Julia Ralenkotter, Hector Ballner, Chase Thilleman, Nick
Georges, Diana Madrigal and Aiden Lallas
Effective message.
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